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RIESZ OUTER PRODUCT HILBERT SPACE FRAMES:
QUANTITATIVE BOUNDS, TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES,
AND FULL GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION
PETER G. CASAZZA, ERIC PINKHAM AND BRIAN TUOMANEN
Abstract. Outer product frames are important objects in Hilbert space
frame theory. But very little is known about them. In this paper,
we make the first detailed study of the family of outer product frames
induced directly by vector sequences. We are interested in both the
quantitative attributes of these outer product sequences (in particular,
their Riesz and frame bounds), as well as their independence and span-
ning properties. We show that Riesz sequences of vectors yield Riesz
sequences of outer products with the same (or better) Riesz bounds.
Equiangular tight frames are shown to produce Riesz sequences with
optimal Riesz bounds for outer products. We provide constructions
of frames which produce Riesz outer product bases with “good” Riesz
bounds. We show that the family of unit norm frames which yield
independent outer product sequences is open and dense (in a Euclidean-
analytic sense) within the topological space ⊗Mi=1SN−1 where M is less
than or equal to the dimension of the space of symmetric operators on
H
N ; that is to say, almost every frame with such a bound on its cardi-
nality will induce a set of independent outer products. Thus, this would
mean that finding the necessary and sufficient conditions such that the
induced outer products are dependent is a more interesting question. For
the coup de graˆce, we give a full analytic and geometric classification of
such sequences which produce dependent outer products.
The authors were supported by NSF DMS 1307685; NSF ATD 1042701 and 1321779;
AFOSR DGE51: FA9550-11-1-0245 .
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1. Introduction
In this paper we are concerned with two classes of sequences for finite
dimensional Hilbert spaces; frames and Riesz sequences. The first has its
origins in Harmonic analysis and was first introduced in 1952 by Duffin and
Schaefer in [9]. Frames provide redundant representations for vectors in a
Hilbert space. This inherent property allows for the representation of any
element of a Hilbert space in infinitely many ways. This gives natural ro-
bustness to noise [16] and erasures [17]. Riesz sequences have been around
even longer though perhaps not as thoroughly studied. A Riesz basis pro-
vides a basis for a Hilbert space with quantitative bounds on the norm of
a vectors representation in terms of its coefficients. We will be relating
these two classes of sequences through outer products. Outer products can
be abstractly considered as tensors or in our case more frequently as rank
one projections. Outer products have recently appeared in numerous papers
(for instance, [13, 4]) regarding the scaling problem. Here we give the first
thorough study of frames and Riesz sequences of outer products.
We start by introducing some of the basic terminology used throughout
this paper. Though most of the necessary material is provided here, we
assume that the reader has a familiarity with the basics of frame theory.
The reader may wish to review [10, 6, 8, 18, 7].
We assume that all vectors are column vectors.
Definition 1.1. A sequence of vectors {φi}Mi=1 ⊂ HN is a frame for HN
provided there exists 0 < A ≤ B <∞ such that
A‖ψ‖2 ≤
M∑
i=1
| 〈φi, ψ〉 |2 ≤ B‖ψ‖2
for all ψ ∈ HN . A and B are called the lower and upper frame bouns
respectively.
In the finite dimensional setting, a frame is just a spanning set, see [10].
It should be noted, that there are many frame bounds for a given frame.
The largest lower frame bound and the smallest upper frame bound are
the optimal frame bounds. We characterize several classes of frames of
particular interest by their frame bounds. If A = B the frame is said to be
a tight frame, and if A = B = 1 it is a Parseval frame. These classes are
particularly useful for reasons we will see below.
There are several important operators which go along with the study of
frames. For the most part we will not be needing these but for completeness
we include them.
Definition 1.2. Let Φ = {φi}Mi=1 be a frame for HN .
(1) The synthesis operator of Φ is
T : ℓM2 → HN T : (ai)Mi=1 7→
M∑
i=1
aiφi.
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Its matrix representation is
T =

 | | |φ1 φ2 · · · φM
| | |

 .
(2) The analysis operator of Φ is the Hermitian adjoint of T ,
T ∗ : HN → ℓM2 T ∗ : ψ 7→ (〈ψ, φi〉)Mi=1.
(3) The frame operator of Φ is S = TT ∗ so that
S : HN → HM S : ψ 7→
M∑
i=1
〈ψ, φi〉φi.
(4) The Gram matrix of Φ is
G(Φ) = T ∗T = [〈φi, φj ]Mi,j=1.
It follows that the non-zero eigenvalues of S and G(Φ) are equal and so the
largest smallest non-zero eigenvalues of G(Φ) are the lower and upper frame
bounds of Φ.
The frame operator exhibits great utility in understanding frame proper-
ties.
Theorem 1.3. Let {φi}Mi=1 be a frame for HN . Then the frame operator S is
self-adjoint, positive, and invertible. Furthermore, the largest and smallest
eigenvalues of S are precisely the optimal upper and lower frame bounds of
{φi}Mi=1 respectively.
Reconstruction is carried out by
ψ = SS−1ψ =
M∑
i=1
〈ψ, φi〉S−1φi =
M∑
i=1
〈
ψ, S−1φi
〉
φi.
This provides useful representations of any vector in our Hilbert space
through the frame operator. For applications, we want the frame opera-
tor to be as well conditioned as possible for stability of the representation.
This means that frames which are close to being tight are more desirable
than those with arbitrarily small lower frame bounds. Particularly useful
frames for encoding and decoding as above are tight frames. Tight frames
have the important property that their frame operator is a multiple of the
identity and hence inverting them is trivial. This is especially useful when
our space has very high dimension as is common in applications.
The second class of sequences we will be examining are Riesz sequences.
Definition 1.4. A sequence of vectors {φi}Mi=1 ⊂ HN is a Riesz sequence
provided there exists 0 < A ≤ B <∞ such that
A
M∑
i=1
|ai|2 ≤
∥∥∥∥∥
M∑
i=1
aiφi
∥∥∥∥∥
2
≤ B
M∑
i=1
|ai|2
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for all (ai)
M
i=1 ∈ HM . A and B are called the lower and upper Riesz bounds
respectively.
Again when dealing with finite dimensional vector spaces, these objects
have a very simple characterization: a set is Riesz if and only if it is linearly
independent. We will use independent and Riesz nearly interchangeably in
this paper. We will use Riesz when we are particularly concerned with not
only the independence but also the Riesz bounds.
The final object we need to define before beginning our study of outer
products of Riesz squences and frames is the outer product of two vectors.
Definition 1.5. For φ,ψ ∈ HN , define the outer product of φ and ψ by
φψ∗ in terms of standard matrix multiplication. For any vector φ ∈ HN , we
define the induced outer product of φ as φφ∗. Note that if φ is a unit norm
vector, then this will be a rank one orthogonal projection.
Much of the following work will be in the space of N×N matrices over the
real or complex fields. We will denote these spaces as HN×N , and as needed
clarifying the base field. In the case that we are restricting our attention to
the symmetric or self-adjoint matrices we will use sym(HN×N ). To simplify
notation, given S ∈ HN×N we will use S∗ for both the Hermitian adjoint
and transpose understanding that the underlying field determines which is
at play.
Remark 1.6. The ambient space of outer products is the space of self-adjoint
matrices on HN . It has dimension N(N +1)/2 if H is real. If H is complex,
the space of self-adjoint matrices does not form a complex vector space but
instead a real vector space, as such it has dimension N2.
For φ,ψ ∈ HN we will denote the ith entry of φ by φ(i). For a matrix S
we will denote the (i, j)th entry by S[i, j].
We will equip these vector spaces with the Frobenius matrix inner prod-
uct.
Definition 1.7. Let S, T ∈ HN×N . The Frobenius inner product is
〈S, T 〉F = Tr(S∗T ) = Tr(ST ∗) =
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
S[i, j]T [i, j].
We may drop the subscript F when no confusion will arise.
For given φ,ψ ∈ HN we will use the usual ℓ2 inner product
〈φ,ψ〉 =
N∑
i=1
φ(i)ψ(i).
Throughout this paper we will use IN to be the N × N identity matrix
and 1N ∈ HN to be the vector 1N to be the vector of all 1’s.
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2. Some Basic Calculations
The primary goal of this paper is investigating the independence of outer
products of sequences of vectors. We start with a simple calculation.
Lemma 2.1. For any vectors φ1, φ2 ∈ HN we have
〈φ1φ∗1, φ2φ∗2〉F = |〈φ1, φ2〉|2.
Proof. We compute:
〈φ1φ∗1, φ2φ∗2〉F = Tr(φ2φ∗2φ1φ∗1)
= Tr(φ2 〈φ2, φ1〉φ∗1)
= Tr(〈φ1, φ2〉 〈φ2, φ1〉)
= | 〈φ1, φ2〉 |2.

Corollary 2.2. φ1 ⊥ φ2 in HN if and only if φ1φ∗1 ⊥ φ2φ∗2 in sym(HN×N ).
Proposition 2.3. Let {φi}Mi=1 be a unit norm frame for HN . The family
{φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is linearly independent if and only if there are scalars {ai}Mi=1 with
ai ≥ 0 and I ⊂ [M ] so that if SI is the frame operator {√aiφi}i∈I , and SIc
is the frame operator of the frame sequence {√−aiφi}i∈Ic . Then
SI = SIc .
Proof. We observe that
M∑
i=1
aiφiφ
∗
i = 0,
if and only if letting I = {1 ≤ i ≤M : ai ≥ 0}, we have∑
i∈I
aiφiφ
∗
i =
∑
i∈I
(
√
aiφi)(
√
aiφi)
∗ = SI = SIc =
∑
i∈Ic
(
√−aiφi)(
√−aiφi)∗.

One of the main tools in examining the outer products of a collection of
vectors will be the Gram matrices of our vectors. When dealing with a Riesz
sequence, or a linearly independent collection of vectors, the Gram matrix
will be positive-definite. Furthermore, the largest and smallest eigenvalues
of this matrix represent the upper and lower Riesz bounds of our sequence
respectively. In the case of redundant frames, the Gram matrix is singular.
However, the largest and smallest non zero eigenvalues give the upper and
lower frame bounds respectively. We will need the the Gram matrix matrix
of out products.
Theorem 2.4. Let {φi}Mi=1 be a sequence of vectors in HN . Then the Gram
matrix of {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is
G = [| 〈φi, φj〉 |2].
Moreover,
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(1) If {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is a Riesz sequence, then the optimal Riesz bounds are
the largest and smallest eigenvalue of G.
(2) If {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is a frame then the frame bounds are the largest and
smallest non-zero eigenvalues of G.
The Gram matrix of the induced outer products can be represented in
terms of the Gram matrix of the original vectors by using the Hadamard
product.
Definition 2.5. Given two matrices A = [aij ] and B = [bij ] in H
M×N the
Hadamard product of A and B is
A ◦B = [aijbij ].
The following is a well known theorem about Hadamard products, see
[12] for example.
Theorem 2.6. Let A and B be Hermitian with A = [aij] positive semidefi-
nite. Any eigenvalue λ(A ◦B) of A ◦B satisfies
λmin(A)λmin(B) ≤ [min
i
aii]λmin(B)
≤ λ(A ◦B)
≤ [max
i
aii]λmax(B)
≤ λmax(A)λmax(B).
Corollary 2.7. If {φi}Mi=1 is a unit norm Riesz sequence with Riesz bounds
A and B then {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is also Riesz with the same Riesz bounds.
Proof. Let G be the Gram matrix of {φi}Mi=1 and H be the Gram matrix of
the induced outer products. Then
H = G ◦G = G ◦GT .
Since G and GT have the same eigenvalues and the diagonal entries of G are
‖φi‖2, the result follows. 
The above proofs are convenient for their conciseness but mask much of
the machinery at use. For a direct proof which may be more enlightening
see Appendix 11.5.
It may not be surprising that unit norm Riesz sequences produce Riesz
outer products–but what is surprising is that the same Riesz bounds hold!
That is, Riesz bounds cannot worsen when moving to the outer product
space. A natural question to ask at this point is whether the Riesz bounds
of the induced outer products can be better than the Riesz bounds of the
original vectors. The answer is yes.
Example 1. Let φ1 = [0, 1]
T , φ2 = [
√
ε,
√
1− ε]T for 0 < ε < 1. Then
{φi}2i=1 is Riesz with Riesz bounds 1 −
√
ε and 1 +
√
ε while {φiφ∗i }2i=1 is
Riesz with bounds 1− ε and 1 + ε.
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Proof. The Gram matrix of {φ1, φ2} is[
1
√
ε√
ε 1
]
while that of {φ1φ∗1, φ2φ∗2} is [
1 ε
ε 1
]
.
The eigenvalues of these matrices are as required. 
3. Some Results Guaranteeing Riesz Outer Products
The preceding sections show the difficulty in deciding whether a depen-
dent collection of vectors produces independent outer products. Later, we
will see that “most” family of vectors induce independent outer product se-
quences. A more relevant question is “which frames induce dependent outer
products?” We will see a full characterization of all frames which induce de-
pendent outer products. For now, we give a few simple observations which
can be used to quickly check whether a sequence will produce independent
outer products.
3.1. Sparsity and Vectorized Outer Products.
Definition 3.1. Let φ ∈ HN . Define the vectorization of φφ∗ as the vec-
tor obtained by stacking the columns on top of each other. That is, the
vectorization of φφ∗ is 

φ(1)φ
φ(2)φ
...
φ(N)φ


where φ(k) is the kth entry of φ.
Proposition 3.2. Let {φi}Mi=1 be a frame for HN with no zero vectors. For
k = 1, . . . , N define Ik = {i : φi(k) 6= 0}. If {φi}i∈Ik is independent for all
k, then {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is independent.
Proof. Let {φi}Mi=1 be a frame with the properties as stated. Let Ci be the
vectorization of φiφ
∗
i . Now consider the synthesis operator of {Ci}Mi=1:

φ1(1)φ1 φ2(1)φ2 φ3(1)φ3 · · · φM (1)φM
φ1(2)φ1 φ2(2)φ2 φ3(2)φ3 · · · φM (2)φM
...
...
...
...
φ1(N)φ1 φ2(N)φ2 φ3(N)φ3 · · · φM (N)φM

 .
Notice that since 0 /∈ {φi}Mi=1 we have that each φi contains at least one
nonzero entry, say φi(k) 6= 0. Then since φi(k)φi is part of Ci we have that
Ci 6= 0 for all i.
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Now suppose that there exists scalars ai (not all zero) such that
M∑
i=1
aiCi = 0.
Then there is at least one l such that alCl 6= 0. Then by hypothesis, there
is a row k such that
∑
i aiφi(k)φi = 0 but alφl(k)φl 6= 0. Then∑
i∈Ik
aiφi(k)φi = 0
which contradicts that {φi}i∈Ik is linearly independent.

Remark 3.3. The conditions of the above proposition are fairly constrictive
but, in certain cases, this can be useful. It will be used to verify a later
example quickly.
Corollary 3.4. Let {φi}Mi=1 be a frame for which every subset of size k is
linearly independent. If the rows of the analysis operator are k-sparse then
the induced outer products are linearly independent.
4. Computation of Riesz Bounds
In the following section we will examine more closely the Riesz bounds of
the induced outer products. Here, we give the “optimal” Riesz bounds for
a set of unit norm vectors, and sufficient conditions to achieve them.
The following is immediate by Lemma 2.1.
Proposition 4.1. Let {φi}Mi=1 be vectors in HN . The sequence {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is
orthonormal if and only if {φi}Mi=1 is orthonormal.
Since a redundant frame can not produce a Riesz sequence with tight
Riesz bounds, one might ask how close we can get. Before computing the
optimal Riesz bounds of a set of rank one projections we need to introduce
the frame potential.
Definition 4.2. Let {φi}Mi=1 be a frame in HN . The frame potential is
FP({φi}Mi=1) =
M∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
| 〈φi, φj〉 |2.
Proposition 4.3. The frame potential of a unit norm tight frame with M
elements in HN is M2/N , which is a minimum over all unit norm frames.
See [5, 10] for a proof of the above result.
Theorem 4.4. If {φi}Mi=1 is a unit norm frame for HN , then the upper Riesz
bound of {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is at least M/N . Moreover, we have equality if and only
if {φi}Mi=1 is a unit norm tight frame.
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Proof. If {φi}Mi=1 is a unit norm frame whose outer products have Gram
matrix G. Then
M
N
≤ 1
M
FP({φi}Mi=1)
=
1
M
∥∥∥∥∥∥
(
M∑
i=1
| 〈φi, φj〉 |2
)M
j=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥
ℓ1
≤ 1
M
√
M
∥∥∥∥∥∥
(
M∑
i=1
| 〈φi, φj〉 |2
)M
j=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥
ℓ2
=
∥∥∥∥∥∥
(
1√
M
M∑
i=1
| 〈φi, φj〉 |2
)M
j=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥
ℓ2
=
∥∥∥∥∥G
(
1√
M
, . . . ,
1√
M
)T∥∥∥∥∥
ℓ2
≤ ‖G‖
= λ1
where λ1 is the largest eigenvalue of G.
For the moreover part, if λ1 =
M
N then we have that
M2
N = FP ({φi}Mi=1)
so that {φi}Mi=1 is a unit norm tight frame. If on the other hand we have
that {φi}Mi=1 is a unit norm tight frame, then
M
N
=
1
M
FP ({φi}Mi=1)
=
1
M
∥∥∥∥∥∥
(
M∑
i=1
| 〈φi, φj〉 |2
)M
j=1
∥∥∥∥∥∥
ℓ1
=
1
M
∥∥∥∥
(
M
N
, . . . ,
M
N
)∥∥∥∥
ℓ1
=
1
M
√
M
∥∥∥∥
(
M
N
, . . . ,
M
N
)∥∥∥∥
ℓ2
=
∥∥∥∥ 1√M
(
M
N
, . . . ,
M
N
)∥∥∥∥
ℓ2
=
∥∥∥∥G
(
1√
M
, . . . ,
1√
M
)∥∥∥∥
ℓ2
= ‖G‖
= λ1.

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Now we will compute the optimal lower Riesz bounds for outer product
frames.
Theorem 4.5. If {φi}Mi=1 is a unit norm frame for HN , then the lower Riesz
bound of {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is at most
M(N − 1)
N(M − 1) .
Proof. Let G be the Gram matrix of {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 with eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥
· · · ≥ λM . Then Tr(G) =M gives
M∑
i=2
λi =M − λ1,
Also,
(M − 1)λM ≤
M∑
i=2
λi,
and so
λM ≤
∑M
i=2 λi
M − 1 .
Finally, we have
λM ≤ M − λ1
M − 1 ≤
M − MN
M − 1 =
M(N − 1)
N(M − 1) .

In the next theorem, we see that the above bounds are sharp.
Theorem 4.6. Let {φi}Mi=1 be a unit norm equiangular frame for HN with
M > N and let c := | 〈φi, φj〉 |2 for i 6= j. Then {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is a Riesz
sequence whose Gram matrix has two distinct eigenvalues, both of which are
non-zero:
λ1 = 1 + (M − 1)c and λi = 1− c for all i = 2, 3, . . . ,M.
Moreover, if {φi}Mi=1 is also a tight frame, then c = M−NN(M−1) and {φiφ∗i }Mi=1
is a Riesz sequence with Riesz bounds M(N−1)N(M−1) ,
M
N .
Before proving the above result, we need a well known theorem (see e.g.
[11]).
Theorem 4.7 (Sylvester’s Determinant Theorem). Let S and T be matrices
of size M ×N and N ×M respectively. Then
det(IM + ST ) = det(IN + TS).
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Let G be the Gram matrix for {φiφ∗i }Mi=1. Then
G[i, j] =
{
1 if i = j
c otherwise
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Then we can write G = (1 − c)IM + c1M1∗M and expand using Sylvester’s
determinant theorem with S = 1M and T = 1
∗
M :
det ((1− c)IM + c1M1∗M − λI) = det ((1− c− λ)IM + c1M1∗M )
= (1− c− λ)M det
(
IM +
c
1− c− λ1M1
∗
M
)
= (1− c− λ)M det
(
I1 +
c
1− c− λ1
∗
M1M
)
= (1− c− λ)M−1(1− c− λ+ cM).
Setting the above equal to zero and solving for λ we get the solutions λ = 1−c
occurring (M − 1)-times and λ = 1 + (M − 1)c occurring once.
If c = 0, then {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 are orthonormal and hence so are {φi}Mi=1 contra-
dicting the assumption that M > N . If c = 1 then φi = αijφj with |αij| = 1
for all i and j contradicting the fact that this is a frame. Hence, 0 < c < 1
and the outer products are Riesz.
For the “moreover” part, we compute:
1− c = 1− M −N
N(M − 1) =
NM −N −M +N
N(M − 1) =
M(N − 1)
N(M − 1)
and
1 + (M − 1)c = 1 + (M − 1) M −N
N(M − 1) =
N +M −N
N
=
M
N
.

We can think of equiangular tight frames as minimizers of the the quantity
B −A where A and B are the Riesz bounds of the induced outer products.
One problem is that there are few equiangular tight frames. If we want to
produce an outer product sequence with arbitrary size and dimension and
have predictably good bounds, we cannot use equiangular tight frames. At
this time we do not know if there are other frames which achieve the optimal
bounds above.
5. Concrete Constructions of Riesz Bases of Outer Products
Up to now, we have provided no concrete constructions of Riesz outer
product sequences. We rectify this with the following examples.
Example 2. Let {ei}Ni=1 be an orthonormal basis for RN and define {Eij}
as follows
Eij =
{
ei if i = j
1√
2
(ei + ej) if j > i
for i = 1, · · · , N and i ≤ j. Then {EijE∗ij} is a Riesz basis for the space of
symmetric operators in sym(RN×N ).
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.2. 
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The following example provides an extension of the above to the complex
case. It also provides a second (more intuitive) method of verifying that the
above example is independent.
Example 3. Take Eij as before, and add the following
E′ij =
1
2
(ei +
√−1ej)(ei +
√−1ej)∗
for j > i. Then the resulting sequence is Riesz.
Proof. Note that E′ij is a matrix with 1 in the (i, i) and (j, j) entry and
−√−1 in the (i, j) entry and √−1 in the (j, i) entry. Then we know that∑
i,j aijEij +
∑
i,j a
′
ijE
′
ij = 0 if and only if the real and complex parts are
0. We will do the real part and the complex part will follow immediately.
Eij with i 6= j is the square matrix with 1’s in the (i, i), (i, j), (j, i), and
(j, j) entry. Specifically, it is the only element in the sum for which the
entries (i, j) and (j, i) could possibly be non-zero. Hence aij = 0 for all
i 6= j. The remaining terms Eii are orthonormal and hence aii = 0 for all i.
Thus the real part is independent and the complex part follows by the same
argument. 
We know that the optimal Riesz bounds for a Riesz basis of outer products
are (N + 1)/(N + 2) and (N + 1)/2. Using unit norm tight frames we can
always achieve the upper bound. The lower bound is then the problem.
Here we give a class of unit norm tight frames which produce nice lower
bounds as well.
Example 4. Let {φi}N+1i=1 be the usual simplex equiangular tight frame for
R
N . Then consider the outer products
Φij =
(
φi + φj
‖φi + φj‖
)(
φi + φj
‖φi + φj‖
)∗
for j > i. Then Φij is Riesz provided N 6= 3 and has Riesz bounds 12 and
N+1
2 for N ≥ 7.
Proof. Barg et al. showed in [2] that the frame
φi + φj
‖φi + φj‖
is a unit norm tight frame. Hence by Theorem 4.4 the upper Riesz bound
of the induced outer products is
N(N + 1)
2
1
N
=
N + 1
2
.
For the lower bound, we can consider the simplex in RN as
{
Pei
‖Pei‖
}N+1
i=1
for where {ei}N+1i=1 is an orthonormal basis for RN+1, P = IN+1 − ff∗, and
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f = 1√
N+1
∑N+1
i=1 ei. Then we have
φi =
Pei
‖Pei‖
=
√
N + 1
N
(
− 1
N + 1
, . . . ,− 1
N + 1
, 1− 1
N + 1
,− 1
N + 1
, . . . ,− 1
N + 1
)
and
〈φi, φj〉 = N + 1
N
(
N − 1
(N + 1)2
− 2
N + 1
(
1− 1
N + 1
))
= − 1
N
.
Now, ‖φi + φj‖2 = 2N−1N for i 6= j and so we can compute the the Gram
matrix of {Φij}ij ,
GΦ[ij, kl] = 〈Φij,Φkl〉 =


1 if i = j and k = l
(N−3)2
4(N−1)2 if i = k or i = l or j = k or j = l
4
(N−1)2 if no indices are equal
.
Consider the collection of unit norm vectors
Eij =
1
2
(ei + ej)(ei + ej)
∗ for j > i
and {ei}N+1i=1 is an orthonormal basis for RN+1. Now its Gram matrix is
GE [ij, kl] =


1 if i = j and k = l
1
4 if either i = k or i = l or j = k or j = l
0 if no indices are equal
.
This gives us the decomposition
GΦ =
(
1− 4
(
(N − 3)2
4(N − 1)2
))
IN(N+1)/2
+ 4
(
(N − 3)2
4(N − 1)2 −
4
(N − 1)2
)
GE
+
4
(N − 1)2 1N(N+1)/21
∗
N(N+1)/2.
Some inequalities,
(N − 3)2
4(N − 1)2 −
4
(N − 1)2 ≥ 0
if N ≥ 7 and
1− 4
(
(N − 3)2
4(N − 1)2
)
> 0
ifN > 2. The matrices
(
1− (N−3)2
(N−1)2
)
IN(N+1)/2 and 4
(
(N−3)2
4(N−1)2 − 4(N−1)2
)
GE
are positive-definite and 4
(N−1)2 1N(N+1)/21
∗
N(N+1)/2. is positive-semidefinite
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so
λmin[GΦ] ≥ λmin
[(
1− (N − 3)
2
(N − 1)2
)
IN(N+1)/2
]
+ λmin
[
4
(
(N − 3)2
4(N − 1)2 −
4
(N − 1)2
)
GE
]
+ λmin
[
4
(N − 1)2 1N(N+1)/21
∗
N(N+1)/2
]
=
(
1− (N − 3)
2
(N − 1)2
)
+ 4
(
(N − 3)2
4(N − 1)2 −
4
(N − 1)2
)
λmin [GE ] + 0(1)
We need to know λmin(GE).
As in Example 2, we will break up the sum. Let Eij =
1
2(ei+ej)(ei+ej)
∗.
Then ∥∥∥∥∥∥
N+1∑
i=1
∑
j>i
aijEij
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
=
1
4
N+1∑
i=1


∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j>i
aij +
∑
j<i
aji
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ 2
∑
j>i
|aij|2


≥ 1
2
∑
j>i
|aij|2
=
1
2
for aij which square sum to 1.
Then (1) becomes
1− (N − 3)
2
4(N − 1)2 + 2
(
(N − 3)2
4(N − 1)2 −
4
(N − 1)2
)
=
N2 + 2N − 23
2(N − 1)2 ≥
1
2
for N ≥ 6.
Since these inequalities only hold for N ≥ 7, we have computed the lower
Riesz bounds for N = 2, 3, . . . , 6 manually:
N lower bound
2 3/4
3 0
4 5/36
5 3/8
6 63/100

Remark 5.1. When N = 3 we get another example of the strangeness of this
problem. In this example we get that Φ14 = Φ23 thus producing a dependent
sequence.
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6. Duals of Outer Products
Lemma 6.1. Given a vector φ in HN and operators T1, T2 acting on H
N
with T2 symmetric, we have
(1) T1(φφ
∗) = (T1φ)φ∗.
(2) T1(φφ
∗)T2 = (T1φ)(T2φ)∗.
Proof. (1) We compute for x ∈ HN
T1(φφ
∗)(x) = T1(〈x, φ〉φ)
= 〈x, φ〉T (φ)
= (T1φ)φ
∗(x).
(2) We compute for x ∈ HN
(φφ∗)T2(x) = 〈T2x, φ〉φ
= 〈x, T2φ〉φ
= φ(T2φ)
∗(x).

Proposition 6.2. If {φi}Mi=1 is a Riesz sequence in HN with biorthogonal
vectors {φ˜i}Mi=1, then the biorthogonal vectors for {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 are {Pφ˜iφ˜∗i }Mi=1
where P is the orthogonal projection onto the span of {φiφ∗i }Mi=1.
Proof. We compute:〈
φiφ
∗
i , P φ˜j φ˜
∗
j
〉
F
=
〈
Pφiφ
∗
i , φ˜j φ˜
∗
j
〉
F
=
∣∣∣〈φi, φ˜j〉∣∣∣2 = δij .
So the vectors {Pφ˜iφ˜∗i }Mi=1 are biorthogonal to {φiφ∗i }Mi=1. 
Remark 6.3. Projecting is necessary in the above proposition. For example,
take {φ1, φ2} to be a non-orthogonal Riesz basis for R2. Then φ˜1 ⊥ φ2
so take any ψ1 ⊥ φ2 with norm 1 and scale φ˜1 so that
〈
φ1, φ˜1
〉
= 1 i.e.
φ˜1 =
1
〈ψ1,φ1〉ψ1. Then the Gram matrix of the induced outer products of
{φ1, φ2, φ˜1} is 
 1 | 〈φ1, φ2〉 |2 1| 〈φ1, φ2〉 |2 1 0
1 0 1


which has determinant −| 〈φ1, φ2〉 |4. Since we have chosen φ1 6⊥ φ2 this
matrix is invertible. Hence these outer products are Riesz. But then φ˜1φ˜
∗
1
is not in the span of the other two. Hence the projections are necessary.
7. Outer Cross-Products of Frames
We now turn to a generalization of what we have done so far. Instead of
considering {φiφ∗i }Mi=1, we will be examining the set of all rank one matrices
obtainable through outer products. Specifically, for collections of vectors
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{φi}Mi=1 and {ψi}Li=1 in HN , we will consider the collection {φiψ∗j }M , Li=1,j=1.
One immediate difference is that these outer products are no longer sym-
metric even if the original sequences are equal. As such, the ambient space
is no longer the space of self-adjoint matrices, instead it is the space of all
matrices of size N×N . Another interesting aspect of considering such outer
products is that the Gram matrix takes the form of another famous product
in matrix theory.
Definition 7.1. Let S = [sij ]i,j and T be matrices of arbitrary size. The
Kronecker product of S and T is the block matrix
S ⊗ T = [sijT ]ij .
Lemma 7.2. Let Gφ and Gψ to be the Gram matrices of {φi}Mi=1 and
{ψj}Lj=1 respectively. The Gram matrix of {φiψ∗j}M , Li=1,j=1 is Gφ ⊗GTψ .
Proof. First note that〈
φiψ
∗
j , φkψ
∗
l
〉
= 〈φi, φk〉 〈ψl, ψj〉
which means that if we arrange our outer products
{φ1ψ∗1 , φ1ψ∗2 , . . . , φ1ψ∗M , φ2ψ∗1 , . . . , φMψ∗M}
then the Gram matrix of this collection of vectors is
[〈φi, φk〉 〈ψl, ψj〉]ij,kl = Gφ ⊗GTψ .

Now we are able to take advantage of another well known result from
matrix theory, see [12].
Theorem 7.3. Let S and T be square matrices with eigenvalues {λi}Mi=1
and {νi}Li=1 respectively. The eigenvalues of S ⊗ T are {λiνj}M , Li=1,j=1.
We are ready for the fundamental theorem of outer cross-products.
Theorem 7.4. If {φi}Mi=1 and {ψj}Lj=1 are collections of vectors in HN
which are:
(1) frames with frame bounds A,B and C,D respectively, then
{φiψ∗j }M , Li=1,j=1 is a frame for HN×N with frame bounds AC,BD.
(2) Riesz sequences with Riesz bounds A,B and C,D then {φiψ∗j}M , Li=1,j=1
is Riesz sequence for HN×N with Riesz bounds AC,BD.
Proof. Let Gφ and Gψ be the Gram matrices of {φi}Mi=1 and {ψj}Lj=1 re-
spectively. Further suppose that the Gφ has eigenvalues {λi}Mi=1 and Gψ has
eigenvalues {νi}Li=1. Assume that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λM and ν1 ≥ ν2 ≥ · · · ≥
νL.
If {φi}Mi=1 is a frame with frame bounds A and B then A = λN and
B = λ1. Likewise, if {ψj}Lj=1 is a frame with frame bounds C and D then
C = νN and D = ν1. Then Gφ⊗GTψ has N2 strictly positive eigenvalues and
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so {φiψ∗j }M , Li=1,j=1 is a frame for HN×N . The frame bounds are the largest and
smallest non-zero eigenvalues of Gφ⊗GTψ which are BD and AC respectively.
If, on the other hand, {φi}Mi=1 and {ψj}Lj=1 are Riesz sequences, then
λM > 0 and νL > 0 and so λiνj > 0 for all i, j. Hence {φiψj}M , Li=1,j=1 is Riesz
with Riesz bounds BD and AC. 
For the case of symmetric matrices (see Proposition 6.2), to find the dual
functionals of a Riesz sequence of outer products, we had to project the
desired functionals onto the span of the outer products. Now we show that
this assumption is not necessary in the general case of outer cross-products.
Theorem 7.5. If {φi}Ni=1 and {ψi}Ni=1 are Riesz bases in HN with dual Riesz
bases {φ˜i}Ni=1 and {ψ˜i}Ni=1 respectively, then {φiψ∗j }Ni,j=1 is a Riesz bases for
H
N×N with dual basis {φ˜iψ˜∗j }Ni,j=1.
Proof. We compute:
〈φ˜iψ˜∗j , φlψ∗k〉F = 〈φl, φi〉〈ψk, ψj〉 =
{
1 if l = i and j = k
0 otherwise
.

8. Topological Properties of Independent Outer Product
Sequences
In the abstract, we make the claim that “almost every” unit norm frame
with a cardinality within a particular bound induces a set of independent
outer products.
In this section, we will consider the family of unit norm frames with
cardinality M ≤ dim sym(HN×N ). We see that we can identify this family
with the topological space
⊗M
i=1(SN−1). We will use the standard metric for
frames, d(Φ,Ψ) =
√∑M
i=1 ‖φi − ψi‖2, which is compatible with the subspace
topology of the Euclidean topology with regards to
⊗M
i=1(SN−1). Results
of this kind are often done in frame theory using algebraic geometry which
might give a slightly stronger result that the unit norm M -element frames
which produce independent outer products form an open dense set in the
Zariski topology in the family of all unit norm M -element frames. We have
chosen not to do this because only a fraction of the field knows enough
algebraic geometry to appreciate such results. Instead, we will give a direct,
analytic construction for the density of of the frames giving independent
outer products.
Lemma 8.1. If {φi}Ni=1 is a Riesz sequence in HN with Riesz bounds A,B
and
N∑
i=1
‖φi − ψi‖2 < ε2 < A,
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then {ψi}Ni=1 is Riesz with Riesz bounds (
√
A− ε)2, (√B + ε)2.
Proof. For any {ai}Ni=1 we compute:
‖
N∑
i=1
aiψi‖ ≤ ‖
N∑
i=1
aiφi‖+ ‖
N∑
i=1
ai(ψi − φi)‖
≤ B1/2
(
N∑
i=1
|ai|2
)1/2
+
N∑
i=1
|ai|‖ψi − φi‖
≤ B1/2
(
N∑
i=1
|ai|2
)1/2
+
(
N∑
i=1
|ai|2
)1/2( N∑
i=1
‖ψi − φi‖2
)1/2
≤ (B1/2 + ε)
(
N∑
i=1
|ai|2
)1/2
.
The stated upper Riesz bound is immediate from here. The lower Riesz
bound follows similarly.

Lemma 8.2. If ‖φ‖ = ‖ψ‖ = 1, then
‖φφ∗ − ψψ∗‖2F ≤ 2‖φ− ψ‖2.
Proof. We compute
‖φφ∗ − ψψ∗‖2F = ‖φφ∗‖2F + ‖ψψ∗‖2F − 2〈φφ∗, ψψ∗〉F
= 1 + 1− 2|〈φ,ψ〉|2
= 2(1− |〈φ,ψ〉|2)
= 2(1− |〈φ,ψ〉|)(1 + |〈φ,ψ〉|)
= (2− 2|〈φ,ψ〉|)(1 + |〈φ,ψ〉|)
≤ (2− 2Re〈φ,ψ〉)(1 + |〈φ,ψ〉|)
= (‖φ‖2 + ‖ψ‖2 − 2Re〈φ,ψ〉)(1 + |〈φ,ψ〉|)
= ‖φ− ψ‖2(1 + |〈φ,ψ〉|)
≤ 2‖φ− ψ‖2.

Proposition 8.3. Let {φi}Mi=1 are unit norm vectors in HN with {φiφ∗i }Mi=1
a Riesz sequence having Riesz bounds A,B. Given 0 < ε < A/2, choose a
unit norm set of vectors {ψi}Mi=1 so that
M∑
i=1
‖φi − ψi‖2 < ε < A
2
.
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Then {ψiψ∗i }Mi=1 is Riesz with Riesz bounds(√
A−
√
2ε
)2
and
(√
B +
√
2ε
)2
.
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. It follows from our Lemma 8.2 that
M∑
i=1
‖φiφ∗i − ψiψ∗i ‖2F ≤ 2
M∑
i=1
‖φi − ψi‖2 < 2ε
Now by Lemma 8.1 we have that {ψiψ∗i }Mi=1 is Riesz with Riesz bounds(√
A−
√
2ε
)2
,
(√
B +
√
2ε
)2
.

The above proposition says that the set of frames with cardinality M ≤
dim sym(HN×N ) is open in
⊗M
i=1(SN−1). In the remainder of this section we
will show that this set is also dense. While other authors have studied the
density of outer products in terms of commutative algebra [3], here we show
this fact constructively and quantitatively using only standard analytic and
Euclidean topological notions.
Lemma 8.4. Let S be an invertible operator and suppose {φi}Mi=1 are vectors
in HN . Then {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is independent if and only if {Sφi(Sφi)∗}Mi=1 is
independent.
Proof. Let {ai}Mi=1 be scalars, not all zero. We have
0 =
M∑
i=1
aiφiφ
∗
i
if and only if
0 = S
(
M∑
i=1
aiφiφ
∗
i
)
S∗ =
M∑
i=1
ai(Sφi)(Sφi)
∗.

Now we construct a large family of bases of outer products.
Lemma 8.5. Given a unit norm vector ψ ∈ HN , ε > 0, there is a unit
norm basis for sym(HN×N ) consisting of outer products {φiφ∗i }di=1 with d =
dim sym(HN×N ), such that ‖φi − ψ‖2 < ε for all i = 1, . . . , d.
Proof. First, we will assume that we have a unit norm basis {ψiψ∗i }di=1 of
sym(HN×N ) with 〈ψ,ψi〉 > 0 for all i and ψ = e1 for an orthonormal basis
{ej}Nj=1 of HN . We can see that such a basis exist by a unitary transforma-
tion of Example 2 or Example 3. Choose δ > 0 with the following property:
If
S = diag(1, δ, δ, . . . , δ),
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then for all i = 1, 2, . . . , d we have
N∑
j=2
|Sψi(j)|2 = δ2
N∑
j=2
|ψi(j)|2 ≤ ε
2
|ψi(1)|2 ≤ ε
2
‖Sψi‖2.(2)
Let
φi =
Sψi
‖Sψi‖ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , d,
and observe that ‖φi‖ = 1 and Equation 2 imply
φi(1) ≥ 1− ε
2
.
Now we compute for all i = 1, 2, . . . , d
‖ψ − φi‖2 = |1− φi(1)|2 +
N∑
j=2
|φi(j)|2 ≤ ǫ.
Since {ψiψ∗i }di=1 is linearly independent, by Lemma 8.4, the {φiφ∗i }di=1 are
also independent.
For the general case, given ψ and {ψi}di=1 with independent outer prod-
ucts, choose a vector φ so that 〈φ,ψi〉 6= 0 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , d. By replacing
φ by ciφ with |ci| = 1 if necessary, we can assume these inner products are
all strictly positive. By the above, we can find {φi}di=1 with their outer
products independent and
‖φ− φi‖2 < ε.
Choose a unitary operator U so that Uφ = ψ and we have
‖ψ − Uφi‖2 = ‖Uφ− Uφi‖2 = ‖φ− φi‖2 < ε.
This completes the proof. 
With the above lemmas we are ready to prove the following.
Theorem 8.6. The set of all frames {φi}Mi=1 with M ≤ dim sym(HN ) which
produce independent outer products is open and dense in the family of M -
element frames.
Proof. This set was already shown to be open by Proposition 8.3. All that
remains to show is that this set is also dense. Let φ′1 = φ1 and proceed by
induction. Assume that we have a collection of vectors {φ′i}M0i=1 such that
‖φ′i − φi‖ < ε/M for all i = 1, . . . ,M0 and {φ′i(φ′i)∗}M0i=1 is independent.
Then by Lemma 8.5 there exists a unit norm basis {ψi}dim sym(H
N×N )
i=1 such
that ‖φM0+1 − ψi‖ < ε/M for all i. Since dim span {ψiψ∗i }M0i=1 = M0, we
can choose φ′M0+1 = ψk such that ψkψ
∗
k /∈ span({φ′i(φ′i)∗}M0i=1). Then the set
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{φ′i}M0+1i=1 induces independent outer products with ‖φ′i − φi‖ < ε/M for all
i. By induction, we have obtained a set {φ′i}Mi=1 such that
M∑
i=1
‖φ′i − φi‖ < ε
and which induces independent outer products.

9. A Geometric Classification of All Finite Dependent Outer
Product Sequences
We will now precisely classify all frames that induce dependent outer prod-
ucts in terms of compact manifolds within finite dimensional Hilbert spaces.
This itself is reliant upon some results regarding positive semi-definite ma-
trices, which are given in the final section.
It should be added that we are interested in classifying dependent sets;
as we have seen in the previous section, these are far less common than
independent sets.
9.1. Some Necessary and Sufficient Conditions. This section heavily
relies on the following theorem, which will be proven in Section 11.1.
Theorem 9.1. Let T be a N ×N positive semi-definite matrix. Let {ei}Ni=1
be the eigenvectors of T with the corresponding eigenvalues {λi}Ni=1. Let
I+ ⊂ {1, . . . , N} be the index for the eigenvectors with positive eigenvalues,
i.e., i ∈ I+ ⇔ λi > 0.
Let {ai}i∈I+ be a sequence of scalars such that
∑
i∈I+ |ai|2 = 1. Then, for
the vector v =
∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei , we will have:
rank
[
T v
v∗ 1
]
= rank T
Likewise, the converse is true: if we have rank
[
T v
v∗ 1
]
= rank T , then
v =
∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei for some collection of scalars indexed by I+, {ai}i∈I+
where
∑
i∈I+ |ai|2 = 1.
Proposition 9.2. Let {φi}Mi=1 ⊂ HN be unit norm, and add an addi-
tional unit norm vector φM+1. Assume the set of induced outer products
is {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is independent, and that M + 1 ≤ dim sym(HN×N ).
Let Gop be the Gram matrix of the induced outer products for the original
sequence, that is the Gram matrix of {φiφ∗i }Mi=1, and denote the eigenvectors
of Gop as {e′i : 1 ≤ i ≤M} and the associated eigenvalues {λ′i : 1 ≤ i ≤M}.
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We consider the analysis operator T for {φi}Mi=1 acting on φM+1. This is
TφM+1 =


〈φM+1, φ1〉
〈φM+1, φ2〉
...
〈φM+1, φM 〉


Consider the following second order elliptic function:
(3) f(x1, x2, . . . , xM ) =
∑
1≤i≤M
|xi|2
λ′i
Let y1e
′
1 + y2e
′
2 + · · ·+ yMe′M = TφM+1 ◦ TφM+1 be the representation of
TφM+1◦TφM+1 within {e′1, . . . , e′M}. Then we will have that f(y1, . . . , yM ) =
1 if and only if {φiφ∗i }M+1i=1 is a dependent set.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 9.1 and the identity of Gop =
G◦G. If we add the additional vector φM+1 to our basis then the (M + 1)th
column of the Gram matrix for the outer products {φiφ∗i }M+1i=1 is[
TφM+1 ◦ TφM+1
1
]
,
while the (M + 1)th row is [(TφM+1 ◦ TφM+1)∗ 1]. We know that the
dimension spanned by a frame is exactly the rank of its Gram matrix; The-
orem 9.1 implies that TφM+1 ◦ TφM+1 must precisely meet the criteria of
this proposition to have the condition that the rank of the Gram matrix does
not increase, and thereby does not increase the dimension spanned by the
set {φiφ∗i }M+1i=1 , i.e., this collection of outer products produces a dependent
set. 
Remark 9.3. The previous theorem yields a quartic algebraic variety/manifold
that will come in handy. Let {e′i}Mi=1 be as in the theorem. Consider the
quartic equation for v ∈ HM :
(4)
M∑
i=1
|〈v ◦ v, e′i〉|2
λi
= 1
We use the notation µ4{φi}Mi=1
to signify this quartic manifold embedded
in HM . Note that v = TφM+1 satisfies this equation if and only if φM+1
satisfies the criteria for the previous theorem. Thus, if we are to consider
the forth order algebraic variety for all v ∈ HM that satisfy this equation,
then the collection of all TφM+1 such that φM+1 satisfy the criteria for the
previous theorem are contained entirely within this variety.
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10. Full Geometric Characterization of Dependent Outer
Products
Without loss of generality, we order every frame in this section such that
{φ1, . . . , φN} is a basis for its Hilbert space HN , and {φ1, . . . , φM0} with
M0 ≤ M such that {φ1φ∗1, . . . , φM0φ∗M0} is an independent sequence within
the induced set of outer products {φiφ∗i }Mi=1. Unless otherwise noted, we
assume M ≤ dim sym(HN×N ). By default, T will be the analysis operator
for the frame {φi}Mi=1, while SN−1 is be the unit sphere in HN .
We start with some necessary lemmas.
Lemma 10.1. Let SN−1 be the unit sphere in HN . TSN−1 is an ellipsoid
embedded within HM with a Euclidean surface of dimension N−1; moreover,
T is injective from SN−1 7→ TSN−1.
Proof. By lemma 3.24 of [10], we know that T is injective on HN ; limiting
its domain to SN−1 retains injectivity. If we limit the codomain to the range
of T , so that we have the mapping T : HN 7→ Range T , then we have that
TSN−1 is an ellipsoid in an N -dimensional subspace of HM (see chapter 7
of [10]). If we expand the codomain to HM , we have an N − 1 dimensional
ellipsoidal manifold embedded in HM . 
Remark 10.2. We use the notation “T−1” to indicate the inverse of the
bijection T
∣∣
SN−1
, as above.
Lemma 10.3. Let G be the Gram matrix of our frame. Arrange the eigen-
values of G so that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN > 0 and λj = 0 for N < j ≤ M ,
and denote the corresponding eigenvectors with {ei}Mi=1. Then the ellipsoid
TSN−1 is the set of vectors v = v1e1 + · · · vNeN where
∑N
i=1
|vi|2
λ1
= 1.
Proof. This again follows from the Lemma 10.3 and Theorem 9.1. 
Remark 10.4. For a given frame, we denote the quartic manifold given by
the Gram matrix of outer products implicitly stated in theorem 9.2 and
explicitly stated in the following remark 9.3 as µ4{φi}Mi=1
; denote the second
order (elliptic) manifold in lemmas 10.1 and 10 as µ2{φi}Mi=1
.
10.1. ACharacterization of All Frames That Yield Dependent Outer
Products with Cardinality less than dim sym(HN×N ).
Theorem 10.5. Let M < dim sym(HN×N ). If {φiφ∗i }Mi=1 is independent,
the set of vectors in SN−1 that will yield a dependent set of outer products will
be T−1(µ2{φi}Mi=1
∩µ4{φi}Mi=1), which will be compact in the Euclidean topology.
Proof. Remembering the notation from remark 10.4, we see that µ2{φi}Mi=1
∩
µ4{φi}Mi=1
are exactly the portion of the image of T that corresponds to the
dependent outer products. Since the manifolds µ2{φi}Mi=1
and µ4{φi}Mi=1
are
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closed and bounded within a Euclidean space, they are compact and likewise
their intersection µ2{φi}Mi=1
∩ µ4{φi}Mi=1 is compact. By the injectivity of T on
SN−1 and remark 10.2, we see that T−1(µ2{φi}Mi=1
∩µ4{φi}Mi=1) forms a compact
subset of SN−1. 
10.2. A Geometric Result. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to
fully analyze this, we find that carrying this on for frames with induced outer
product sets of dimensionality equal to dim sym(HN×N ) yields a possibly
interesting geometric result due to the loss of independence in the induced
outer products.
Proposition 10.6. Suppose that {φi}Mi=1 is a unit norm frame for HN where
dim span{φiφ∗i }Mi=1 = dim sym(HN×N ). Then µ2{φi}Mi=1 ⊆ µ
4
{φi}Mi=1
.
Proof. We already know that if we expand the frame {φi}Mi=1 to the point
where any additional vector v ∈ SN−1 induces a dependent outer product
sequence {φiφ∗i }Mi=1∪{vv∗}, we will have Tv ∈ µ4{φi}Mi=1 . But this implies that
T−1(µ2{φi}Mi=1
∩ µ4{φi}Mi=1) = T
−1(µ2{φi}Mi=1
) = SN−1. The conclusion follows.

Remark 10.7. This gives us an instance where an elliptic manifold with
a surface that is locally Euclidean of dimension (N − 1) embedded within
H
M , which is contained entirely within a fourth order manifold of dimension
(M − 1) also embedded within the same HM , where M > N .
11. Expanding Positive Semi-Definite Matrices While
Preserving Rank
11.1. Main Theorem on Positive Semi-Definite Matrices. Now we
prove Theorem 9.1. We prove this Theorem in the form of two propositions
(“forwards” and “converse”). Likewise, we prove several lemmas for each
proposition.
11.2. Necessary Lemmas for “Forwards” Proposition.
Lemma 11.1. Let T be an N ×N positive semi-definite matrix with eigen-
vector ei and associated eigenvalue λi > 0. Then we will have
rank
[
T
√
λiei
(
√
λiei)
∗ 1
]
= rank T
.
Proof. By the spectral theorem, we know that T has N eigenvectors {ej}Nj=1
with real-valued eigenvalues {λj}Nj=1, and we have the representation T =∑N
j=1 λjPj , where Pj is the projection onto ej . Since by the hypothesis
λi > 0, we have T
(
(1/
√
λi)ei
)
=
√
λiei This means that
√
λiei ∈ Range T .
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Thus, rank T = rank
[
T
(
√
λiei)
∗
]
.
To complete the lemma, we show that the existence of a vector w such
that
[
T
(
√
λiei)
∗
]
w =
[√
λiei
1
]
. We set w =
√
λiei; this yields[
T
(
√
λiei)
∗
]
w =
[√
λiei
1
]
So we have that
[√
λiei
1
]
∈ Range
[
T
(
√
λiei)
∗
]
; this implies that
rank
[
T
√
λiei
(
√
λiei)
∗ 1
]
= rank
[
T
(
√
λiei)
∗
]
.
By our prior result we can conclude:
rank
[
T
√
λiei
(
√
λiei)
∗ 1
]
= rank T.

Lemma 11.2. Let T be an N×N positive semi-definite matrix, with distinct
eigenvectors ei and ej with positive eigenvalues. Then, for any two scalars
a, b such that |a|2 + |b|2 = 1, we will have:
rank T = rank
[
T a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej
(a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej)
∗ 1
]
Proof. We proceed as in the prior theorem. First, we check that rank T =
rank [T (a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej)]. We see that T
(
(a/
√
λi)ei + (b/
√
λj)ej
)
=
(a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej) ∈ Range T , which yields
rank T = rank [T (a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej)] = rank
[
T
(a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej)
∗
]
We can now see that[
T
(a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej)
∗
](
(a/
√
λi)ei + (b/
√
λj)ej
)
=
[
(a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej)
1
]
which implies[
(a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej)
1
]
∈ Range
[
T
(a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej)
∗
]
and so we have
rank
[
T
(a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej)
∗
]
=
rank
[
T a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej
(a
√
λiei + b
√
λjej)
∗ 1
]
the conclusion directly follows. 
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11.3. First proposition. This is the “forwards” implication of theorem
(9.1) (“⇒”).
Proposition 11.3. Let T be a N × N positive semi-definite matrix. Let
{ei}Ni=1 be the eigenvectors of T with the corresponding eigenvalues {λi}Ni=1.
Let I+ ⊂ {1, . . . , N} be the index for the eigenvalues with positive eigenvec-
tors, i.e., i ∈ I+ ⇔ λi > 0.
Let {ai}i∈I+ be a sequence of scalars such that
∑
i∈I+ |ai|2 = 1. Then, for
the vector v =
∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei , we will have:
rank
[
T v
v∗ 1
]
= rank T
Proof. This is just an extension of lemma (11.2) to an arbitrary number of
eigenvectors. Let {ai}i∈I+ be a collection of scalars such that
∑
i∈I+ |ai|2 =
1. We first see that T
(∑
i∈I+ ai
1√
λi
ei
)
=
∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei. This means that
rank T = rank [T
∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei] = rank
[
T(∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei
)∗].
We see that [
T(∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei
)∗]

∑
i∈I+
ai
1√
λi
ei


=

 T
(∑
i∈I+ ai
1√
λi
ei
)
〈(∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei
)
,
(∑
i∈I+ ai
1√
λi
ei
)〉


=


(∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei
)
∑
i∈I+ aiai
√
λi√
λi

 =
[(∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei
)
1
]
This implies that the vector
[(∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei
)
1
]
is within the range of
the matrix
[
T(∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei
)∗]. This will give us
rank
[
T(∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei
)∗] = rank

 T
(∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei
)
(∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei
)∗
1


The conclusion will follow. 
11.4. Necessary Lemmas for Converse Proposition.
Observation 11.4. Let T be a positive semi-definite matrix on HN . By the
spectral theorem, T =
∑N
i=1 λiPi, where Pi is a projection onto the eigen-
vector ei with the associated real eigenvalue λi.
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We can partition HN into two orthogonal subspaces, V0 and V+, where
V+ = span {ei : λi > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N }, and V0 = span {ei : λi = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤
N}.
Notice the orthogonality of the eigenvectors transfers to these spaces:
H
N = V0 ⊕ V+.)
Lemma 11.5. Let T be a positive-semi-definite matrix on HN , and let V0
be as in observation (11.4). Let v ∈ HN .
If PV0v 6= 0, then rank
[
T v
v∗ 1
]
> rank T .
Proof. Since HN = V0 ⊕ V+, we have that V ⊥0 = V+.
We note that ker T = V0, and Range T = V+. If v ∈ HN , then v =
PV+v+PV0v; if PV0v 6= 0, then PV0v /∈ Range T and hence v /∈ Range T . It
follows that rank [T v] > rank T , and that rank
[
T v
v∗ 1
]
≥ rank [T v] >
rank T . 
Lemma 11.6. Let T be a positive semi-definite matrix on HN , and let V0
be as in observation (11.4). Let v ∈ HN .
If PV−v 6= 0, then rank
[
T v
v∗ 1
]
> rank T .
Proof. Since PV−v 6= 0, there must be some ei, λi < 0, such that ci =
〈v, ei〉 6= 0. Let us first consider only the vector ciei. ciei is in the range
of T ; its preimage is {(ci/λi)ei + ν : ν ∈ Null T}. So we have that
rank
[
T
(ciei)
∗
]
= rank T .
We know
[
ciei
1
]
is in the range of
[
T
(ciei)
∗
]
. We proceed by contradiction.
We know that any solution w for the following equation:
[
T
(ciei)
∗
]
(w) =
[
T (w)
(ciei)
∗ w
]
=
[
ciei
〈w, ciei〉
]
is of the form w = (ci/λi)ei + ν for some ν ∈ Null T . Yet, we see that in
the N+1th slot in the above vector, we have 〈(ci/λi)ei+ν, ciei〉 = |ci|2/λi =
1, i.e., |ci|2 = λi < 0. This is a contradiction.
This will suffice to show that for any eigenvector ei with negative eigen-
value, if we let Pi be the one dimensional projection onto this vector and if
Piv 6= 0, then rank
[
T Piv
(Piv)
∗ 1
]
> rank T . It follows that if PV−v 6= 0,
then rank
[
T PV−v
(PV−v)
∗ 1
]
> rank T . We extend this idea:
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The preimage of PV−v =
∑
i∈I− ciei with regards to T is T
−1(PV−v) =
{∑i∈I− ciλi ei + ν : ν ∈ Null T}. Thus, for
[
PV−v
1
]
to be in the range of[
T
(PV−v)
∗
]
, we must have
[
T
(PV−v)
∗
]
(
∑
i∈I−
ci
λi
ei + ν) =
[
T (
∑
i∈I−
ci
λi
ei + ν)
(PV−v)
∗(
∑
i∈I−
ci
λi
ei + ν)
]
=
[ ∑
i∈I− ciei∑
i∈I− |ci|2/λi
]
=
[
PV−v
1
]
but this would mean that |ci|2/λi = 1, when |ci|2/λi is a negative number.

Lemma 11.7. With the notation above, let {ai}i∈I+ where I+ is the index
of eigenvectors with positive eigenvalues. Let
(5) v =
∑
i∈I+
ai
√
λiei.
Assume that
rank
[
T v
v∗ 1
]
= rank T
then
∑
i∈I+ |ai|2 = 1.
Proof. Let v be of the form as in (5). We assume that rank
[
T v
v∗ 1
]
=
rank T .
Then v is in the range of T , so
[
T
v∗
]
is of the same rank as T . The
preimage of v is T−1(v) = {∑i∈I+ ai√λi ei + ν : ν ∈ Null T}. If we let ν be
arbitrary, then
[
T
v∗
]
(
∑
i∈I+
ai√
λi
ei + ν) =
[
T (
∑
i∈I+
ai√
λi
ei + ν)
〈(∑i∈I+ ai√λi ei + ν), (∑i∈I+ ai√λiei)〉
]
=
[
v∑
i∈I+ |ai|2
]
This will force
∑
i∈I+ |ai|2 = 1. 
Corollary 11.8. Let ei be an eigenvector with positive eigenvalue. Then
rank
[
T cei
(cei)
∗ 1
]
= rank T if and only if |c| = √λi.
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Proof. (“⇐”) This is shown in the prior section.
(“⇒”) Apply lemma (11.7) with ai = 1, and aj = 0, for j 6= i. 
Proposition 11.9. Let v be a vector such that rank
[
T v
v∗ 1
]
= rank T for
a positive semi-definite matrix T . Let {ei}Ni=1 be the eigenvectors for T with
associated eigenvalues {λi}Ni=1. We use I+ ⊂ {1, . . . , N} as the index of the
positive eigenvalues, i.e., λi > 0⇔ i ∈ I+.
Let v ∈ HN . If
rank
[
T v
v∗ 1
]
= rank T
then v ∈ spani∈I+ei, where v =
∑
i∈I+ ai
√
λiei for some collection of
scalars {ai}i∈I+ such that
∑
i∈I+ |ai|2 = 1.
Proof. We start with the assumption rank
[
T v
v∗ 1
]
= rank T . By lemmas
(11.5) and (11.6), we have v ∈ spani∈I+ei. By lemma (11.7), we have the
conclusion. 
11.5. Proof of theorem 9.1.
Proof. (“⇒”) This is shown by proposition (11.3).
(“⇐”) This is shown by proposition (11.9).

Appendix: Alternative Proof of Corollary 2.7
In this section we give a direct proof of Corollary 2.7. Before proving the
main result of this section, we need a computational lemma.
Lemma. Given operators S = (bij)
N
i,j=1 and T = (aij)
N
i,j=1 on H
N we have
〈T, S〉F =
N∑
i,j=1
aijbij,
Moreover,
‖S‖2F =
N∑
i,j=1
a2ij =
N∑
i=1
‖Ri‖2 =
N∑
i=1
‖Ci‖2,
where Ri (resp. Ci) is the i
th-row vector of S (resp. ith-column vector of
S).
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Proof. Note that
Tr(S∗T ) = Tr




b11 b21 · · · bN1
b12 b22 · · · bN2
...
... · · · ...
b1N b2N · · · bNN




a11 a12 · · · a1N
a21 a22 · · · a2N
...
... · · · ...
aN1 aN2 · · · aNN




= Tr


∑N
i=1 bi1ai1 ∗ · · · ∗
∗ ∑Ni=1 bi2ai2 · · · ∗
...
...
. . .
...
∗ ∗ · · · ∑N=1 biNaiN


=
N∑
i,j=1
aijbij .
For the moreover part, we have S∗S = (aji)(aij) has diagonal elements∑N
j=1 a
2
ij for i = 1, 2, . . . , N . 
Theorem. Let {φi}Ni=1 be a unit norm Riesz sequence in HN with Riesz
bounds A,B. Then {φiφ∗i }Ni=1 has Riesz bounds A,B.
Proof. Given scalars (ai)
N
i=1, we have that the (i, j)-entry of
S =
N∑
i=1
aiφiφ
∗
i ,
is
N∑
k=1
ckφk(i)φk(j).
So the ith-row vector is
Ri =
N∑
k=1
ckφk(i)φk.
So by our lemmas,
‖S‖2 =
N∑
i=1
‖Ri‖2
=
N∑
i=1
‖
N∑
k=1
ckφk(i)φk‖2
≥ A
N∑
i=1
N∑
k=1
|ck|2|φk(i)|2
= A
N∑
k=1
|ck|2
N∑
i=1
|φk(i)|2
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= A
N∑
k=1
|ck|2.
The upper bound is done similarly. 
THANKS: The authors wish to thank Janet C. Tremain for her helpful
comments on this paper.
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